OneFortyOne Forest Photography Competition
Terms and Conditions
The Competition
OneFortyOne Plantations Pty Ltd ACN [159 689 988] (“OneFortyOne”) is organising a competition for
students across the Limestone Coast region of South Australia (the “Competition”) to help raise
awareness of our region’s forests, and to align with the United Nations’ “International Day of
Forests” “Forest restoration: a path to recovery and well-being” 2021 theme.
Entrants are asked to submit photos with a 50-word accompanying text, aligning to the ‘forests and
wellbeing’ theme.

Rules
The Competition is open to individual Primary and Secondary school students in the Limestone Coast
region of South Australia – those within the local government areas of the City of Mount Gambier,
the District Councils of Grant, Kingston, Robe, Tatiara and Naracoorte Lucindale and the Wattle
Range Council (the “Entrants”). OneFortyOne will determine eligibility at its sole discretion.
Entrants can only submit to the Competition original works for which they are the sole creator and
own the copyright. Entrants must have obtained all the necessary authorisations to use the photo
content for the purpose of the Competition. If the photo contains images of a person or persons,
Entrants must have obtained the written permission of those persons (and of their parent/legal
guardian if those persons are under the age of 18) for the submission of their photo to the
Competition, as well as for the use of the photo described herein. OneFortyOne will not be
responsible for any claim or complaints alleging violation of the rights of third parties. Entrants can
submit up to 5 photos.
By entering the competition, Entrants grant an irrevocable, perpetual worldwide exclusive licence to
OneFortyOne to reproduce, distribute, display and create derivative works of the entries (along with
a name credit) in connection with the Competition and the promotion of OneFortyOne in:
•

OneFortyOne’s website www.onefortyone.com

•

Corporate videos or digital recordings to illustrate the work of OneFortyOne

•

Printed OneFortyOne publications, brochures or posters

•

Social media channels, including promotion of the competition itself

•

Any other media used by OneFortyOne in its communications

OneFortyOne will not pay any fees for, nor pay any costs relating to, the entry of the photo(s) into
the Competition or for their use as described above.
OneFortyOne reserves the right to verify the eligibility of any entry and/or Entrant (including an
Entrant’s identity and address) and to ask the Entrants for evidence of third party’s consent to the
collection and or publication of their images or any other information or data belonging to them and
to disqualify an Entrant who fails to provide such evidence or otherwise submits an entry that is not
in accordance with these rules, or who tampers with the entry process.
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By submitting entries to the Competition, Entrants agree that personal data, especially the Entrants’
name may be processed, shared, and otherwise used for the purposes outlined in these rules. The
data may also be used by OneFortyOne to verify the Entrant’s identity, postal address, and
telephone number or to otherwise verify the Entrant’s eligibility to participate in the Competition.
OneFortyOne is not responsible for any entries not received due to internet or software failures.
Nothing in the rules for this Competition, nor any acts performed, or statements made in relation to
this Competition, shall be deemed a waiver, express or implied, of any of the privileges and
immunities of OneFortyOne.

Process and selection criteria
The Competition opens at 9am (South Australian time) on Monday 22nd March 2021 and closes at
5pm (South Australian time) on Wednesday 21 April 2021.
After the deadline for submissions has expired, OneFortyOne will select at its sole discretion the
winning photo or photos, based on the following criteria: originality, relevance to the theme, artistic
value, and communication potential.
The winner or winners will be notified by email using the contact details provided with the entry. If
the selected winner(s) is ineligible, cannot be traced, does not respond within ten days to a winner
notification or refuses the prize, the prize will be forfeited, and it will be in the sole discretion of
OneFortyOne whether to award the prize to another eligible entry.

Acceptance
By submitting entries to the Competition, the Entrant confirms that the rules for this Competition, as
set out above, have been read, understood, and agreed to by the Entrant and that the Entrant
provides the consents and acknowledgments required by the rules of the Competition.

Prizes
There are two prize categories:
1) Primary School Entrant;
2) Secondary School Entrant
There is a first prize available in each category. The prize for the outright winner of each category
will consist of their choice of an iPad®, MacBook Pro® or a DJI Mavic drone (model, options and
specifications are at the sole discretion of OneFortyOne).
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